
THERMOCHEMISTRY Heat energy in chemistry



Kinetics – pathway & rate

Thermodynamics – energy of 

initial and final states

State property – deals with 

present state and differences 

between final and initial; 

doesn’t depend on path taken 



DEFINITIONS

ENERGY - ability/capacity to do work and/or to produce heat

WORK – force acting over a distance, W = F·d

HEAT – transfer of energy between 2 objects due to T difference

TEMPERATURE – an index of the random motion of particles

STATE FUNCTION/PROPERTY – depends ONLY on the present 
state, not the pathway followed to reach the present



ENERGY

POTENTIAL – due to position (including separation of charges) or 
composition

KINETIC – due to motion KE = ½mv2

CONSERVATION – neither created or destroyed; changes forms



THREE MAIN PROCESSES CHANGE ENERGY

Heating/cooling
 specific heat capacity

Phase transitions
 enthalpy of vaporization ( needed liquidgas, released 
gasliquid)

 enthalpy of fusion (needed solidliquid, released liquidsolid)

Chemical reactions
 ∆E = q + w, q = heat and w = work



PROCESS OF HEAT

Transfer is ALWAYS hot  cold

End result = thermal equilibrium, objects with same T

Conduction – particle  particle transfer

Convection – transfer via currents, whole blocks of particles 
moving

Radiation – transfer via electromagnetic energy 



CONDUCTION



CHEMICAL ENERGY

SYSTEM = reaction on which we are focused

SURROUNDINGS = everything else

UNIVERSE = system + surroundings

Net energy from system to surroundings = EXOTHERMIC

Net energy from surroundings to system = ENDOTHERMIC

EXOTHERMIC = out of system

ENDOTHERMIC = into system



THERMODYNAMICS

Study of energy and its interconversions

Three Laws of Thermodynamics

FIRST - The energy in the universe is constant

SECOND - In a spontaneous process, the overall disorder (entropy) of the 
universe increases

THIRD - The entropy of every pure, crystalline substance at absolute zero is 
zero.



INTERNAL ENERGY

In a system, E = internal energy = sum of all the kinetic and potential energies 
of all the particles in the system

SO the change in energy of the system is equal to the flow of heat and the 
flow of work

∆E = q + w

∆E = change in energy, q = heat, w = work

Signs (+ and -): indicate direction of flow

+ means into the system and – means out of the system



WORK

Expansion/contraction of a gas

w = -P∆V

P = external pressure, ∆V = change in volume

When ∆V is positive (gas expansion), w is negative

When ∆V is negative (gas contraction), w is negative



CALORIMETRY

Technique measure heat change in a system

 Chemical system in contact with heat bath of substance with known 
heat capacity, e.g., water

 Process in system initiated

∆ T of heat bath determined

 Use ∆ T and heat capacity to determine energy exchange between 
system and heat bath (surroundings)

 Energy exchange = magnitude to ∆E system

 ∆Hsurr = –∆Hsys



ENTHALPY

Enthalpy – a state function that is the sum of other state functions, 
specifically

𝐻 = 𝐸 + 𝑃𝑉

H = enthalpy, E = internal energy, P = pressure, V = volume

 Change in enthalpy (∆H) measured experimentally (P constant)

∆𝐻 = ∆𝐸 + 𝑃∆𝑉

In this case, ∆𝐻 = q OR change in enthalpy is equal to heat

Only the change in enthalpy (∆𝐻) can be determined 
experimentally



WORK HORSE

∆ 𝑯°𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = σ𝒏𝒑∆𝑯°𝒇 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒔 − σ𝒏𝒓∆𝑯°𝒇 𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔

𝑛𝑝=moles of each product

𝑛𝑟=moles of each reactant

Remember the alphabet – “p” comes before “r”



∆ 𝑯°𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝒏𝒑∆𝑯°𝒇 𝒑𝒓𝒐𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒔 −𝒏𝒓∆𝑯°𝒇 𝒓𝒆𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒔

REMEMBER

Reverse a reaction, reverse the sign on ∆ H

Multiply the reaction by an integer, multiply ∆ H by same

Elements in their standard state, ∆𝐻𝑓
° = 0



THERMODYNAMICS

Study of energy and its interconversions

Three Laws of Thermodynamics

FIRST - The energy in the universe is constant

Account or bookkeep energy

SECOND - In a spontaneous processes, the overall disorder (entropy) of the 
universe increases

Explain cause of reaction occurring in particular direction

THIRD - The entropy of every pure, crystalline substance at absolute zero is 
zero.



SPONTANEITY

Which reaction occurs without outside intervention?

Has nothing to do with speed of reaction



Kinetics – pathway & rate

Thermodynamics – energy of 

initial and final states

State property – deals with 

present state and differences 

between final and initial; 

doesn’t depend on path taken



ENTROPY

Measures molecular randomness or disorder

Higher probability of being out of order than orderly

Driving force to spontaneous processes

Spontaneous = thermodynamically favored



Positional probability

More ways to be spread out

Less ways to be all in one 

end

Therefore, higher probability 

to be spread out

Applies to state changes:

entropy ↑ as move

solid liquid gas

Applies to solutions mixing





ENTROPY CHANGE (∆S )

∆Suniverse > 0 for process to be thermodynamically 

favored

∆Suniv = ∆Ssurr + ∆Ssys



∆ SSURR

Heat flow in or out has great effect

Sign depends on direction

Magnitude depends on temp
Impact of given amount of heat greater at lower temps

∆Ssurr = – ∆Hsys/T (temp in K) 

∆ Ssurr > 0 – exothermic (∆ Hsys < 0)

∆ Ssurr < 0 – endothermic (∆ Hsys > 0)



∆ SSYS

Dominated by positional entropy

Solidliquidgas, +∆ Ssys

∆ Ssys dominated by changes in number of gaseous particles
- more gaseous particles  +∆ Ssys

Formation of a solution, tends to +∆ Ssys

- increase in volume  more positions available for particles of 
each component of mixture

- more complicated than this general statement



∆SUNIV = ∆SSURR + ∆SSYS



GIBBS FREE ENERGY

∆G = ∆H – T∆S
G = free energy (available to do work)

H= enthalpy

T= temperature (in Kelvin)

S= entropy

All variables refer to the system



SPONTANEITY & FREE ENERGY

When ∆G < 0 at constant T and P, 

Reaction is spontaneous.

In language for AP exam:

Reaction is thermodynamically favored.



Melting of water is thermodynamically favored DEPENDING on the 

temperature

Why?

∆H and ∆ S favor  opposite directions



∆𝑮 = ∆𝑯 − 𝑻∆𝑺



TEMPERATURE FOR SPONTANEITY

∆𝑮° = ∆𝑯° − 𝑻∆𝑺°

𝟎 = ∆𝑯° − 𝑻∆𝑺°

𝑻∆𝑺° = ∆𝑯°

𝑻 =
∆𝑯°

∆𝑺°



EXERCISES

p. 702a

#29-43, odd only



ENTHALPY CHANGES (∆HSOLN ) FOR AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

Three-step process:

1) Spread apart solute particles

2) Spread apart solvent particles

3) Mix all the particles

Steps 1 and 2 require energy to 

overcome interparticular

attractions

Step 3 usually releases energy



∆HSOLN IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS (II)

a) exothermic heat of solution b) endothermic heat of solution

∆Hsoln = heat of solution (enthalpy of solution)



“LIKE DISSOLVES LIKE” – ∆H HELPS EXPLAIN



ENTROPY IN SOLUTIONS 

Mixing leads to greater disorder

Higher positional probability for mixed group than segregated



∆G°SOLN = ∆H°SOLN – T∆S°SOLN

∆G°soln < 0 if dissolution is spontaneous

For ionic or polar solutes:
•Difficult to predict ∆H°soln

•Expect ∆S°soln to have large, positive value

•∴ expect ∆G°soln < 0

 REALITY – sometimes ∆G°soln > 0 



WHY WOULD ∆G°SOLN > 0 ?

Hydration - H20 molecules arrange around solute 
particles

Hydration can lead to greater order, ∆S°soln < 0

Order correlated with charge density

Charge density increases with
• smaller ionic radii

• greater charge on ion

 Bottom line: experiment to determine solubility 



CHARGE DENSITY = CHARGE/VOLUME



∆S° IN CHEMICAL REACTIONS

∆S°surr determined by heat flow (∆H°rxn)

∆S°sys determined by positional probability

General rule: When a reaction involves gaseous molecules, more particles 
means greater entropy

• 2SO2(g) + O2(g)  2SO3(g) 

3 molecules reactants: 2 molecules product, ∴ ∆S°sys<0

• 4NH3(g) + 5O2(g)  4NO(g) + 6H2O(g)

9 molecules reactants: 10 molecules products,  ∴ ∆S°sys>0



N2(g) + 3H2(g)  2NH3(g)



THIRD LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

Entropy of a perfect crystal at 0K = 0

Absolute values for G and H cannot be 
determined, only changes determined

BUT can assign absolute entropy value
• perfect crystal = all particles identical and in regular order

•At 0 K, virtually no motion

•∴ lowest possible disorder (entropy)



EX: SOLID HYDROGEN CHLORIDE MOLECULES

a) At T = 0 K, S = 0 b) At T > 0 K, S > 0



STANDARD ENTROPY VALUES (S°)

Listed in tables

Represent ∆S° from 0 K to 298 K (25°C) at P = 1 atm

NOT a change of entropy of formation but an absolute 
value under these conditions

Can use table values to calculate ∆S°rxn

∆S°rxn=∑ npS°products – ∑ nrS°reactants

NOTE: S° values often given in J/K·mol, kJ



MOLECULAR COMPLEXITY

More complex the molecule, more ways it can vibrate 
and rotate

Leads to more freedom of motion ∴ greater entropy

General rule:  more complex the molecule, greater 
standard entropy value



EX: MOTION POSSIBILITIES



CALCULATING ∆G ° THREE WAYS

1) ∆G° = ∆H°– T∆S°
 Values of ∆H° and ∆S° are known.

 REMEMBER ∆S° often has units of J/K·mol, not kJ

2) Manipulate chemical equation with known ∆G° values 

3) Use standard free energy of formation values

∆G°rxn=∑ npG°f products – ∑ nrG°f reactants



ON-LINE ASSIGNMENT

Get into our class via Cengage

https://login.cengagebrain.com/course/E-
HY7W3DGB2WWNF, and set up your account

When prompted to give a Student ID, please use your 
legal name, first and/or last.

Assignment name: Ch 17 Part 1

https://login.cengagebrain.com/course/E-HY7W3DGB2WWNF


THERMODYNAMICS & WORK

Study of energy and its interconversions

Three Laws of Thermodynamics

FIRST - The energy in the universe is constant

You can’t win; you can only break even.

SECOND - In a spontaneous processes, the overall disorder (entropy) of the 
universe increases

You can’t break even.

THIRD - The entropy of every pure, crystalline substance at absolute zero is 
zero.


